While networks like the Internet lack a central control and develop into a hub-based scale-free topology, current work demonstrates that most wide-area networks, which are under a central administration develop into small-world like topologies. The testing of fault-tolerant algorithms requires most realistic network models.
Introduction
For the purpose of transporting and distributing latencycritical high-volume data over long distances commonly fiber-based wide-area networks (WAN) are used. Classic examples are the German research network DFN http://www.dfn.de or the European research network GÈANT http://www.geant.net.
As we will show, both networks exhibit certain common characteristics in terms of topology. Their structure can be well described by a so-called small-world graph. The generation of graph models with similar topology is detailed as a major part of this work. We also analyze another graph topology, the group of scale-free graphs which evolve from smaller hub-centric networks by expanding in the form of connected star topologies. A well-known representative of scale-free networks up to a high degree is the Internet. Also campus-wide network installations based on backbones and structured wiring to network clients build such a topology.
Fault-tolerant methods like protection or restoration are applied to guarantee the performance of the underlying network. The finding of highly realistic network models and adequate restoration methods for algorithm evaluation before realizing cost-intensive network installations can help preventing unnecessary effort and lead to more robust network architectures.
In this work we also introduce the concept of functional graph similarity. In opposite to its structural counterpart the similarity in algorithm performance and behavior Together with the correct graph construction algorithm the similarity value allows the automatic selection of sample graph models which possess a graph structure that has similar functional behavior to existing ones.
In sect. 2 we analyze some properties of real existing networks and demonstrate the generation of models that are suitable for applying algorithm tests on randomly designed network topologies. In sect. 3 we introduce a similarity index, which is designed to compare graphs by their environment that they provide for restoration algorithms and allows the generation of graphs with a topology that is eligible to be functionally similar to existing ones. Graph generators and similarity index are applied and the results are shown in sect.4. We conclude in sect. 5.
The modeling of network test graphs
A network may be called realistic if certain characteristics of its graph representation can be found that allow an obvious classification to a known graph topology and if certain below specified limits are observed.
The random generation of network graphs base mostly on two different paradigms, the small-world and the scale-free topology, which we detail in sect. 2.1 and sect. 2.2, respectively. In fig. 1 two representatives are shown.
Small-world network models
Many optical or mixed technology (OEO) networks can very well be simulated by small-world [9] and [10] network topologies. Their combinations of short and far reaching link rewiring generates networks which appear to be very close to existing network topologies.
We show one example, a randomly generated smallworld graph, presented in fig. 2 (a) versus the topology of the POP structure of the German research network in the version of 2005 (DFN) in fig. 2 (b) . 
Watts-Strogatz (WS) and Newman variant (NWS)
The algorithm from WS of 2001 [2] works as follows:
1. Create a ring over n nodes.
2. Connect each node in the ring with its k nearest neighbors (we propose k = 2).
Create shortcuts by removing old and adding new edges:
For each edge (u → v) with rewiring probability p add a new edge (u → w) with randomly-chosen node w, (u = w).
In contrast with the classical WS algorithm within the Newman-Modification 2002 [6] (NWS) no edges are removed. The resulting graphs are guaranteed to be connected.
Observation 1 (Optimal connectivity parameter k = 2) To provide a network model which shows several cascaded hubs the connectivity parameter within the Newman variant of the WS algorithm has to be set to the value of 2.
Together with the factor k = 2 the rewiring results in 1. shortcuts, which are also found in real networks for the purpose of limiting the maximum number of hops and 2. cascaded nodes. The amount of cascaded nodes can be varied by changing the probability value p.
Observation 2 (WS-probability parameter p < 0.5) The probability parameter p shall not exceed the value of 0.5 for producing realistic network models when using the previously mentioned Newman variant (NWS) of the WS algorithm.
Empirically we found that the Newman variant of the WS algorithm creates the most realistic looking network topologies of all analyzed topology generators when modeling meshed Metropolitan area networks (MAN) and wide area networks (WAN). The reported results of graph entropy, average path length and clustering coefficient show that a probability parameter p in a range from 0.25 up to about 0.5 together with connectivity value of 2 create layouts which are typical for fiber-optic networks with cascaded links. When applying a p between 0.5 and 0.8 the graph results in a more random (chaotic) structure and over 0.8 the graph layout turns into a nearly pure random graph topology, which has no representation at all in any real network.
For illustration one example small-world that is generated with k = 2 and p = 0.3 and the DFN 2005 topology is demonstrated in fig. 2 (a) and (b). The left graph shows a random representative from the result of the first set of the generated small-world graphs, which fits to the parameters mentioned in obs. 1 and obs. 2. There are several commonalities between the two graphs:
• First the cascaded nodes of (b) have some representation in position and number of (a).
• There is roughly the same amount of connected big rings in both graphs.
• Some short paths with only a few hops are crossing the whole graphs.
• Both graphs even look similar up to a certain extent.
The same observations have been found on other examined WAN networks, for instance the POP of the Europe-wide research network (GÈANT), shown in fig. 2 (c). Additionally, by analyzing the topology development over time (over a time span of about 10 years), the surveyed topology properties tend into the small-world direction.
Scale-free network models
As main representative of IP based networks, the Internet has undergone a self-organized emergence without a generally accepted plan for its development [1] . Its topological characteristic shows a scale-free network structure. The scale-free diameter value is relatively small. In general the diameter is half as long compared to an even-sized smallworld graph.
The main characteristic of a scale-free graph is the high ratio of nodes with relatively low degree value and one Figure 3 . Degree sequence distribution small-world versus scale-free topology or a small number of nodes with high degree value which can easily be identified by a degree sequence distribution (DSD) histogram which shows the number of nodes with degree d against the node degree d. To be able to distinguish the mentioned graph types, the pure randomly generated graph as one extreme of small-world graphs generates a Poisson distributed DSD, the scale-free graph turns out in a graph showing a long shoulder and finally the smallworld graph constructed by k = 2 and p < 0.5 shows a mixture of both graphs. The respective DSD are shown in fig. 3 .
Barabási-Albert (BA) graphs
The BA algorithm [11] works as follows:
1. Create a graph with m vertices and zero edges 2. A graph of n vertices is developed by placing new vertices each with m edges that are connected to existing vertices, preferentially with high degree.
The mentioned procedure is called preferential attachment because additional links are preferably attached to nodes with higher node degree. A spanning tree has to be set up before the generation of further edges, to check that the resulting graph is connected. Then a preferential attachment algorithm can be engaged to build a scale-free graph. Structural properties of BA graphs have been analyzed for instance in [2] . A scale-free graph generator has been proposed by [20] .
Holme and Kim (HK) graphs
The HK algorithm is s scale-free graph generator which works similar to its BA pendants. It is intended to create graphs with a higher clustering coefficient than BA graphs.
As main difference to BA there is an extra step, a socalled "triad formation step" [14] , wherein after inserting random edges with a given probability triangles are added at the neighboring nodes. The bigger number of triangles in the same graph size result in the desired higher clustering coefficient.
Choosing the mentioned graph models
Realistic wide-area networks are non-regular. For instance, because of geographical differences (dividing mountains, lakes or sea) single circle networks without crossing chords are rarely realized. Therefore regular networks have not been analyzed in this work. The same refers to pure randomly generated network types, which would neither be realized in a layout for MAN nor for WAN networks.
Because of the way how they are grown (hub-based or distributed) and the value of randomness within their topology there are always the above mentioned clearly recognizable structures that allow the identification of a graph as a small-world or scale-free network type and preparing the correct graph generator with adequate parameters.
Application of the mentioned graph models
For the purpose of executing and analyzing algorithm tests on the generated graph topologies additional elements have to be provided. Here we focus on frameworks for evaluating restoration methods.
The analysis of the correctness and run-time of restoration algorithms in innocuous and worst-case situations demands scrutinizing the location and number of failures. There always shall be at least one path between source and destination(s) left before starting the restoration algorithm to get comparable results. Of course it could well be of interest to analyze situations, where it is impossible to support each destination node because of them resting in isolated network areas.
A random placing automatism for source, destinations, failed nodes and links in randomly generated graphs often delivers undesirable test starting conditions, which could lead to non-representative results. There should always be an eyeball check to prevent them if possible. For the determination of point-to-multipoint paths covering a big part of the graph a placing of the source node near the graph center is suggested. It can be found at the node with the smallest graph radius.
The destinations in a point-to-multipoint network could be determined randomly, but the same concerns as mentioned above occur. Their randomly determined position could deliver undesirable test starting conditions. Also in this case an eyeball check would be desirable. The source then is connected by a Steiner-tree algorithm to the destination(s) to construct the point-to-multipoint tree.
Finally a number of failures is to be determined, depending on the desired network topology and its physical limitations. This refers to a span from one single node failure up to many connected or non-connected node and link failures simultaneously. Then the restoration algorithm can be applied and its performance and correctness evaluated.
Functional similarity
Provided with the tools for generating network models with the intended topology, especially in NWS-graphs the diversity of the generated graphs is still very high. For the purpose of creating models that are relatively close to real existing graphs we have to filter out the results. We introduce a method for such a filter.
A lot of work has been published concerning the exact and inexact graph matching problems. Thus, among others, efficient algorithms for pattern matching are presented by [19] ; factorized graph matching methods are analyzed by [16] ; exact and approximate graph matching by random walks are presented by [17] and face recognition systems as a graph comparing/matching problem is developed by [18] .
The mentioned work compares graphs at a kind of structural similarity. The general way of testing identity or similarity of a graph is trying to find suitable graph nodes in both graphs and try to identify the adjacent edges there. This procedure and related ones can be used for the solution of exact as well as inexact matching problems. In some cases there are additional properties like edge or node weights to be considered. The similarity between the graphs, merely their differences are determined by a value called graph distance, which means the number of changes (node or edge changes) that have to be applied to one graph until it is identical to the original.
In this work another aspect of similarity shall be focused. For the purpose of checking graphs for similarity on the base of being suitable for applying network graph algorithms we additionally introduce the idea of functional similarity between network graphs. Far more important than visual similarity are graph properties influencing routing behavior and restoration methods in terms of the number and existence of bypass paths between all nodes of a graph.
With the help of the functional similarity value, randomly generated graphs can be compared to real existing network topologies in terms of their probable impact on applied algorithms.
Cycle distribution
As mentioned a very important structural characteristic in a graph is its number and dimension of cycles. They have a substantial impact on routing behavior like bypass length and average path length. So this proposal concerns a mixture between structural and functional similarity.
The number of graph cycles with a circumference of three (triangles) can already be compared by their clustering coefficient. Here we focus longer cycles which are important for routing issues like bypass path length. Because in dense scale-free graphs there is a huge number of possible cycles which consume too much calculation time so we limit the analysis at a reasonable cycle length value. Figure 4 and 5 show the distribution of cycles within
• three randomly generated small-world graphs,
• the DFN 2005 network topology and
• a randomly generated scale-free graph.
The presented cycle dimension is generated by algorithms, which report cycles in a manner that the identical starting node and finishing node of a cycle are counted as two nodes. In that way a cycle within a triangle has a cycle number of 4 in the graphs. The node numbers in the mentioned graphs are kept as similar as possible. Link numbers in BA graphs cannot be preset but are determined by the construction algorithm and are in our example nearly twice as big as in the DFN network. Nonetheless the cycle distributions of the scale-free graphs type are noticeable. In most of the tested cases there is a big number of cycles with cycle number four.
There is a characteristic cycle distribution for each randomly generated graph. This is the base for cycle distribution to distinguish surveyed graph types and also to determine existing similarities.
First the cycle distributions of two test graphs are generated. In the next step a single representative index number per graph is calculated as presented in definition 1.
Definition 1 (Single similarity index value (SI)) Based on the cycle distribution of a graph a similarity index is generated as shown in (1) .
X, Y represent the distribution arrays of both graphs.
Letter l represents the maximum common distribution cycle length. Summing starts with item 3, which represents cycles with length 3 (triangles).
Results

Determining SI on small regular graphs
Small regular graphs are surveyed using SI and are presented in table 1. 
SI on random graphs
For contributing the SI-evaluation in regular graphs the following table 2 shows the application of SI on the different random graph models. The mean values are gained over n = 5 samples per entry and show the mean SI and the standard deviation σ(n) in parentheses. The results correctly mirror the properties of the graphs. Comparing small-world NWS or WS graphs with different models of the same kind which are generated with a medium p-value of 0.33 brings up a SI of about 50 % with high standard deviation. The random graph structure allows a variety of different layouts but always some ring elements rest within the graph. Clearly one can distinguish these types of graphs from the scale-free ones. As expected, a very little SI shows that there is little similarity between these types of graphs. An interesting fact is the SI of about 2 3 between all scale-free graph models, accompanied by a high standard deviation value. Regarding the SI check between NWS there is a similarity of little under 50 percent with a high standard deviation value. The latter has to be expected because of the mostly random structure of the graphs. Comparing NWS against WS graphs differs only in the fact, that WS graphs often are not connected and the mean number of cycles therefore is lower. Connected WS graphs are very similar to NWS in terms of cycles. Both arguments lead to the confirmed expectation of a lower SI and a higher σ.
Small-world graphs, NWS and WS, compared to scale-free graphs, BA and HK, show very low SI and σ values. This implicitly results from the different graph properties. Finally comparing scale-free graphs leads to a SI index of about two thirds with relatively low σ. These triangle-heavy graphs have a greater similarity among the same structure than the more random small-world graphs.
The mentioned results confirm both the parameter expectations of the generated topology and the proper working of the proposed SI algorithm itself.
SI between the introduced topologies
Because of the proposed major small-world nature of NWS and DFN 2005 graphs there exists a detectable similarity between them. The calculated SI (47%) lies close to the 48% mean value which is gained between two NWS-based graphs (see table 2) in our experiments, which supports the idea of using the NWS graph generator for creating managed wide-area network models. In table 3 we present the introduced graph topologies together with their rounded SI.
The SI shows that also the GÉANT 2009 graph can be approached by small-world graph generators and furthermore GÉANT 2009 possesses a small-world topology.
Similarity between random graphs and DFN 2005 topology
As a major proposition within this work the NWS algorithm which generates small-world graphs should be the preferred method to generate realistic wide-area network topologies. In order to demonstrate this fact, we first test a scale-free graph against DFN 2005 as counterexample. Applying the introduced algorithm by comparing the DFN 2005 topology with graphs which are generated by a BA graph generator that is set up with n = 46 and k = 2 delivers the 1% SI result mentioned in table 3.
Similarity of BA and HK vs. DFN 2005 topology Because BA generates scale-free graphs but the DFN graph, as a mixture of small-world and scale-free graphs with a strongly small-world rate, the mentioned result is supposed to occur. The next counterexample, a scale-free HK algorithm, delivers the same index value:
Similarity of NWS vs. DFN 2005 topology Finally several runs of the NWS algorithm were applied using following generator parameters: n = 46, k = 2 and p = 0.3. The tested SI results vary from 20 up to 85 %. The higher rated graphs show a remarkable high similarity with the DFN 2005 graph in terms of their number and combination of loops and chords.
Conclusion
We showed that most networks can be divided into two major topologies, the small-world and the scale-free networks and presented suitable graph generators for the modeling of those graphs. Further we applied the concept of functional similarity on a variety of different graph topologies and determined similarities between random and real existing graphs with the help of an introduced similarity index. The index, which is suitable for the generation of models for testing network algorithms like fast routing methods or effective restoration heuristics and the like, works from simple graphs like triangles up to graphs with several hundreds of nodes and gives comprehensive and applicable results.
